
Abstract –Chemical sensors offer a wide variety of advantages over the conventional

analytical instruments such as low cost, short response time, easy manufacturing, and small

size. In this context, surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices have gained enormous interest for

sensor applications due to their high sensitivity, high stability and to obtain a frequency

output signal easy to process. In order to achieve high sensitivity in SAW sensors, it is

essential to confine the maximum amount of acoustic energy near the surface of the

substrate and minimize wave scattering into the bulk of the substrate. To achieve this, Love-

mode acoustic wave devices have been developed. These devices are based on the

excitation of shear horizontal surface acoustic waves (SH-SAW) in a piezoelectric substrate,

guided by a layer deposited over it. The substrate acts as a mechanical support and allows

generating elastic waves using interdigital transducers (IDTs). Therefore, a SH-SAW sensor is

composed of a piezoelectric substrate, a guiding layer and a sensitive layer for gas/liquid

detection. A key issue in the design of SAW sensors is the choice of sensitive layer.

In our sensor the three-layer structure consists of ST-cut quartz, SiO2 as guiding layer and

graphene oxide (GO) as sensitive layer. GO is a very attractive nanomaterial for sensor

applications because it combines 2D structural features of graphene and the presence of

oxygen-containing functional groups (mainly, epoxide, hydroxyl and carbonyl groups) (1,2),

which can potentially interact with a great variety of analytes. Besides, GO can act as a

substrate and to be interfaced with various biomolecules and cells, therefore this SH-SAW

sensor could be also used to biological detection. Recent studies have focused on the

applications of the GO in resistive sensors for the detection of pollutant gases (such as CO2,

NH3, H2, NO), chemical warfare agent (CWA) simulants, and explosives. However, from what

we know, GO has hardly been used in SAW or SH-SAW sensors.

In this work, we present the first results obtained with a GO SH-SAW sensor for the

detection of (CWA) simulants. The sensor detected very low concentrations of dimethyl-

methylphosphonate (DMMP) and dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether (DPGME).
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